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QUESTION: WHO WILL DRAIN THE SWAMP? 

ANSWER: TRUMP, Q, THE MILITARY AND THE PATRIOTS







WHO IS QANON?:  NOTICE  THAT THE GENERALS ARE
LINED UP with  9  On the left  and 11 on  the right  to
symbolize their disdain and contempt for the bad actors
from  America  and  The  Other  Secret  Factions  who
executed  the  Twin  Towers  False  Flag  events.  9/11  (9
Generals  on  the  left,  In-Center  Chief  of  Staff  Kelley,
Pres. TRUMP V.P. Pence, on the right 11 Generals.) Most
Citizens across the nation are oblivious to the Military
Operation  aside  from  those  in  the  know  of  the
masterfully crafted PSYOP operation created by Military
Intelligence officers that released this info to a “YUGE”
group of  ANONs originating from officers with Q level
security clearances. The Fake Media once controlled by
the criminal CIA director John Brennan who along with
the 6 corporations that own all Media participated in the
CIA  Mockingbird  Media  Campaign  that  is  being
decimated in the very near future.

Operation Mockingbird is an alleged large-scale program
of the United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
that  began  in  the  early  years  of  the  Cold  War  and
attempted  to  manipulate  news  media  for  propaganda
purposes.  Operation  Mockingbird  recruited  leading
American  journalists  into  a  propaganda  network  and
influenced the operations of front groups. 



US  Military  seized  control  of  the  Vatican  satellites  used  in
Dominion voter fraud. The take down America plan was in full
swing. They all played their cards and now comes the Trump
Card and the patriot or white hat card, those in the military,
law enforcement and other sectors are still honoring their oath
and  allegiance  to  America.  Every  Member  of  Congress
complicit in the proven election fraud sedition is now eligible
for arrest, Tribunal, and execution by firing squad.

https://tinyurl.com/bdddjtb9 

While DC was distracting everyone, there were raids in seven
cities that took place.  The Antifa false flag sealed the deal
with military on Insurrection Act ItalyGate/Vatican completed
the map, Italy now on the rack. We are in the ten days of
darkness — trust the plan.

On March 2, 2022. Donald J Trump met with Maria Bartiromo.
In an all-encompassing interview with Mornings with Maria,
President  Trump  reacted  to  President  Biden’s  State  of  the
Union  address,  discussed  oil  prices  and  Russian  Ukraine
conflict and the potential Chinese invasion of Taiwan. 
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